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A NOTE ON THE STRAIN'DEPENDENCE
OF REFRACTIVEINDEX IN CRYSTALS
Erwanl

H. PorNtBxrnn, CaliJornia ResearchCorporation,
La Hobra, California.

The refractive index of a substanceis closely related to the atomic
of reproperty of polarizability. In any study of the strain-dependence
of the
fractive index, one must ultimately considerthe strain-dependence
mathepolarizability. In a previous paper (1) this author presenteda
matical expressiongoverning polarizability. Subsequently,it was discoveredthat the expressioncould be simpiified,and that it then became
nearly identical to the result obtained by earlier authors. Here' the
mathematical simplification is presented,and a few comments on the
physical significanceof the result are ofiered.
Polarizability is fundamentally a measureof the distortion produced
in the electron distribution within the refracting substanceby the incident light wave. Formally, polarizability may be definedby the relation
Et :

_ +aF2.

Here, E'is the increment to the steady-stateenergy of the system. This
increment is due to the interaction of the electronsand the electric field
associatedwith the light wave. The field strength is F, the polarizability
is a. The relation is valid for static fieldsand for alternating fields (light),
so long as the frequency is below the value necessaryto excite the electrons to a more nearly permanent higher energy state; i.e.' below an
absorptionband.
Polarizability may be approximately calculated from a knowledge of
the electron distribution. The formula given below relates the polarizability of a singlebonding electronto its wave function; this is the mathematical expressionmentioned in the flrst paragraph' The formuia was
derived in a dissertation(2).

r"*'*aN"]'
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(1)

As written here, a minus sign appearsbefore the right side;an error was
made in the original derivation. AIso, the more conventional'y'has been
usedfor the electrondistribution function, insteadof d' The proton mass
is m; the electronchargeis e; Planck's constant is Z.
The denominatormay be integrated by parts. We have the formula
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We substitute as follows:
do
dr:V_dz

u:z

dz

at,
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d,u : d.z
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we at first integrate with respect to z, while we hold r. and,y constant.
d.l:9d{ or a:t*,
We then obtain the relation:
f f f**

Al'
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The first term on the right vanishes, since ry'2varies essentially as
exp (- t/",+yr+rt)
and thus goesto zero much faster than z tends to infinity. The secondterm is simply - t(+) . 1] or - f , becausery'was assumed
normalizedin the original derivation.
Returning to equation (1), we obtain a new result:

16":y!l
*:
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This integral representsthe secondmoment of the electroniccharge
distribution, again of a singleelectron.Sincewe have assumeda normalized t!, the integral also represents the mean square deviation of the
electronfrom its averageposition, i.e., (z-z)r.
The quantity r6r2me2fh2is equal to 4f as,where oo is the Bohr radius
for a hydrogenatom in the ground state. we may then substitute and obtain the new relation:

*: lre - ol"
u0

\z)

This is now similar to the expressiongiven by Hirschfelder (3), based
on work by Hylleraas (4), Hasse (5), and Kirkwood (6), which is:
. :

4N .__
^
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1 ) ( 2 1- z ) ( z r - z ) ] , .

(3)

The total number of electronsconsideredis .l/. The term in zr and 22 representsthe mean correlationbetween two electrons.rf we consideronly
one electron,equation (3) reducesto equation (2).
Abbott and Bolton (7) have observed that por,arizabilitymay be proportional to the fourth power of a linear dimension. This may be
seen
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from equation (2) if it is assumed that it is possible to expand or contract a bound electron's wave function uniformly. It might be expected
that bonding electrons in a covalent crystal would approximate such behavior. A covalent electron circulatesaround at least two nuclei, so its
wave function is more directly affected by any change in internuclear
spacing. We would not expect any simple first-order efiect in ionic crystals. In the idealized, simplified covalent crystal, a reduction in internuclear spacing, perhaps causedby externally applied stress, would lead
to a rapid reduction in polarizability.
Polarizability is commonly related to refractive index by the somewhat empiric al Lor entz-Lorenz formula
"'_] : !!.o.
n2*2
3M
Here, L is Avogadro's number, p is density, and M is the molecular
weight associatedwith the unit for which a is defined.This formula, as
weil as that of Drude and of Kurz and Ward, contains a term in op. A
t.hird power dependenceof a upon a linear dimension, i.e', an inverse
first power dependenceupon density, would lead to no changein refractive index upon compressionof the substance.A fourth power dependerice
would lead to a reduction in the index upon compression'
In equation (3), the correlation terms in 21,22 a"rQof significancebecauseof the mutual repulsion of electrons.These terms would become
more significant as the interatomic distance is reduced. As a qualitative
estimate,one might expect that repulsionbetween electronswould tend
to prevent proportional collapseof the wave function with reduction in
internuclear spacing. This would mean that polarizability would not decline in accordwith the fourth power of the internuclearspacing.It is inadvisable,however, to draw any conclusionsfrom this crude reasoning.
The actual disposition of electronic wave functions and dependent propertiesis often entirely nonintuitive.
No rigorous calculations of the strain-dependence of polarizability
have been made for any system more complex than the hydrogen molecule. Furthermore, experimental determinations of |nf0p lot sach
simpie covalent crystals as diamond are too inaccurateto establishwith
certainty even the sign of the change.
I wish to thank Dr. Lee Stephensonand Dr. William Holser for their
helpful discussionsof this subject.
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BERTRANDITEFROM MICA CREEK,QUEENSLAND
R. H. VBnr.roNAND K. L. WrrrrAMS, Mineragraphic Inaestigations,
CommonwealthSci.entiJicand.I nd.ustrial Research Organizat,ion,
U n'iversity of M elbourne, P ar kaille, V icl,oria.
Bertrandite, Ben(OH)zSizO7,
a mineral whose occurrencein Australia
has not previously been recorded,has been observedin a beryl-bearing
pegmatite from the Mica Creek area, near Mt. Isa, Queensland.Specimens of this pegmatite were submitted to the Mineragraphic fnvestigations section of the Commonwealth Scientific and fndustrial Research
Organizationby Mr. A. K. Denmead, Chief Geologistof the Queensland
GeologicalSurvey. An analysisof one of the specimenswas reported as
follows:
SiOz
AlzOa
FezOs
BeO

54.9

Meo

0.9

CaO
K:O
HrO+
HzO-

3.9
5.2
o.2

Total

1a

a

2.6
]J-l

98.5 wt. per cent

The analyzed specimenis a micaceouspseudomorphafter beryl, but,
despite the extensivealteration, the analysis shows 13.1 per cent BeO,
compared with 13.4 per cent BeO previously found for unaltered beryl
from the same locality. The other specimensare mostly composedof
massivemica, without apparent beryl, and such material has been reported to assayup to 14.1 per cent BeO.
Examination of thin sectionshas shown that the specimensconsistof
bertrandite, residual beryl, abundant fine-grained mica, quartz, albite,
and limonitic material. Bertrandite contains 42.0 per cent BeO, which
explainsthe high BeO contentsreportedin the analyses.

